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PARKS AND GARDENS. Participants were 

overwhelmingly in favor of a pocket park with a 

water feature. The second most preferred parks were 

community gardens and traditional playgrounds. 

Additionally, there was a lot of interest in skate parks. 

However, several respondents noted that the City 

already has a large skate park.

GATEWAYS AND STREETSCAPES. Gateways 

received the most negative feedback of any 

category in the survey. The only gateway that 

had a positive ratio of green to red stickers was an 

overhead arch with brick columns. The participants 

were uniformly in favor of roses and bulb-outs 

for streetscapes, but clearly rejected the idea of 

medians.

COGNITIVE MAPS
An aerial map of the City was overlaid with a GIS 

layer of the streets to create a circulation map. 

Respondents were instructed to draw common 

walking and biking routes from their homes to major 

destinations throughout the City, including shopping 

areas, schools, and parks. See Figure 3 for an 

example of a completed cognitive map.

Most participants that rode their bicycle or walked a 

significant distance were young children. Participants 

traced the routes they ride their bikes through the 

City and to school. Key destinations were Del Rey 

and Santa Lucia Elementary Schools, Chalone Peaks 

Middle School, and the City’s skate park.

Figure 3.  A Completed 
Cognitive Map.

Figure 4. A Completed Wish 
Poem.
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WISH POEMS
Wish poems are handouts with fill-in-the-blank 

statements asking participants to list elements they 

like about West Broadway and elements they wish 

West Broadway had. The goal of the Wish Poem is to 

reduce complex land use and circulation concepts 

to simple statements about missing services, safety 

issues and aesthetic preferences. See Figure 4  for an 

example of a wish poem.

A wide variety of information, from the desire for 

a park to improved commercial traffic flow, was 

obtained. Below is a complete summary of the 

participants’ wishes.

I wish that West Broadway...  

• had hanging flower pots.

• had a water park.

• had another park.

• would improve commercial traffic flow.

• would have a good mixture of nature and 
construction .

• will focus on resident utility, not aesthetics/
tourism.

• had a bigger skate park with a pool (to skate in).

• had more motels and fast food (not enough 
nice rooms at the fair grounds).

•  had no mobile home park.

• had more medical stuff.

• had things for teenagers. 

CONCLUSION
The October 20, 2010 Farmers’ Market Event was 

a successful community meeting. By holding the 

meeting at the farmers’ market the City was able 

to take the planning effort to the public, involving 

a diverse set of individuals whose opinions would 

not have otherwise been heard. The City will 

use the valuable information obtained from this 

outreach effort to create alternatives for the West 

Broadway Master Plan area. These alternatives will 

be presented at the third workshop scheduled for 

December 11, 2010, at the City of King City Hall.
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appendix d

     SMART GROWTH 
Smart Growth is a way of reorienting the built environment away from sprawl and towards denser, pedestrian-

friendly patterns of development (Smart Growth Network, 2010).  Traditionally, large urban or suburban areas have 

been used to illustrate how Smart Growth tenets can discourage sprawl.  While some research has been done on 

the health and economic implications of smart growth in small towns (Dalby, 2008; Casey-Lefkowitz and Jensen, 

2001), the actual application of Smart Growth principles to small towns is a relatively new endeavor. 

Several guides, such as the Smart Growth Network’s Putting Smart Growth to Work in Rural Communities, 

recommend ways to scale Smart Growth down to the rural and small-town level (Mishkovksy et al., 2010). O’Connell 

(2009) suggests discussions about Smart Growth held at the local level can yield effective strategies for planning 

and build social capital between a community and its residents. 

The following Smart Growth themes were used to develop the West Broadway Master Plan:

1. Mix land uses and create attractive walkable neighborhoods with a strong sense of place. 

Smart Growth supports the integration of mixed land uses as a critical component of achieving better places to 

live. By putting uses in close proximity to one another, alternatives to driving, such as walking or biking, become 

more viable. Mixed land uses can also provide a more diverse and sizable population and commercial base for 

supporting public transit and retail. It enhances the vitality and perceived security of an area by increasing the 

number of people on the street. Finally, It helps streets, public spaces, and retail again become places where 

people meet (Smart Growth Network, 2010).

Potential Actions:

• Encourage mixed use development with residential uses on upper floors and commercial and office uses on the 

ground floor.  

•Take advantage of the high volume of student foot traffic in the area by allowing street food vendors.

• Reduce minimum setbacks, bringing buildings closer to the street to improve the pedestrian environment and 

create a sense of place.

•Produce a coherent streetscape to unify the street 

• Introduce traffic calming measures to improve pedestrian and bicycle safety and make West Broadway more 

walkable. 
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Smart Growth, continued

2. Provide a variety of transportation choices.

Communities are beginning to implement new approaches to transportation planning, such as better coordinating 

land use and transportation; increasing the availability of high quality transit service; creating redundancy, resiliency 

and connectivity within their road networks; and ensuring connectivity between pedestrian, bike, transit, and 

road facilities. In short, they are coupling a multi-modal approach to transportation with supportive development 

patterns, to create a variety of transportation options (Smart Growth Network, 2010).

Potential Actions

•Develop a bicycle plan to improve bike safety and viability.

•Incorporate traffic calming measures into the circulation system to enhance the pedestrian and cycling 

experience. 

•Establish a “Safe Routes to School” program.

•Reduce minimum setbacks, bringing buildings closer to the street to improve the pedestrian environment.

• Develop design guidelines suggesting rear surface parking lots with side street or alley access, to minimize curb 

cuts and surface parking lots fronting West Broadway. 

3. Provide a safe area for residents and visitors. 

Several community members and City officials have expressed concern about crime in the City. Defensible Space 

theory suggests that when common areas don’t have any clear users, they are more easily used by criminal 

elements. 

West Broadway has several large opportunity sites. These sites currently lay abandoned.  The large empty lots  make 

surveillance in the area difficult. The sites’ proximity to the high school and residential neighborhoods could be 

strategically used to involve the area’s youth and residents in place making. By involving neighborhoods and the 

high school in planning these sites, residents will take “ownership” not just of the lot, but of the surrounding areas 

as well. Once the community has a vested interest in maintaining the sites, they will also have a vested interest in 

surveying the area for criminal behavior.

Potential Actions: 

•Construct a community center, community garden, or park on one of the city-owned vacant parcels. 

•Create programs that encourage cooperation with the high school, business owners, and surrounding 

neighborhoods.
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